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Abstract 
A graph is called m-degenerated if each of its subgraphs has minimum degree at most m. 
A graph, which is the union of an m-degenerated graph and an acyclic graph is called 
m-composed. Such a graph is (2m + 2)-colorable. Here it is conjectured that such a graph is 
v = m + 1 + L (1 + ,,/8m + 1)/2 )colorable. In support of this, wide classes of (v + 1)-chromatic 
graphs are shown not to be m-composed. The conjecture for m = 2 is an open problem of Tarsi. 
1. Introduction 
In studies of nowhere zero flows [2], graphs having a particular structure are 
involved. The edge set of such a graph is the disjoint union of those of an acyclic graph 
and a graph every subgraph of which has minimum degree at most 2. The vertex set of 
such a graph is obviously 6-colorable. Tarsi [3] asked whether it is 5-colorable and 
this question is still unsolved. 
We shall call the above graphs 2-composed (Definition 2.1 for m=2). Since K5 is 
2-composed (Theorem 3.6 for m = 2), it makes no sense to replace 5 in Tarsi’s question 
by a smaller number. 
Furthermore, we introduce the concept of an m-composed graph, which is a straight- 
forward generalization of the concept of a 2-composed graph. It follows immediately 
from the definition, as for m=2, that every m-composed graph is 2(m+ 1)-colorable. 
We shall show that there are m-composed graphs, namely KyCm), requiring v(m) colors, 
v(m)=m+ 1 +L(l +$GCl)/2]. 0 ur conjecture is that every m-composed graph can 
be colored using v(m) colors. In support of this conjecture we shall observe that 
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K v(mj+ I cannot be m-composed and, furthermore, all (v(m) + 1)-critical graphs (that we 
could obtain by various methods) turn out not be m-composed. 
2. Definitions and notation 
The graphs considered in this paper will have no loops or multiple edges. As usual, 
if G is a graph, V(G) denotes its vertex set and E(G) denotes its edge set and we write 
G =( V(G), E(G)). If 1 V(G)1 =n, a map z from V(G) onto { 1,. . . , II} will be called 
a labelling of V(G). 
Definition 2.1. Let G be a graph and m a positive integer. We say that G is m-composed 
if there exist a labelling z of V(G) and a decomposition of G into two subgraphs 
T=T(G)andM=M(G),with l’(T)=V(M)=V(G)andE(G)=E(T)~E(M),suchthat 
T is acyclic and for any vertex u the number of edges (u, u) in E(M) with z(u) > z(u) is at 
most m. 
An edge (a, V) in E(M) with z(u)<z(u) will be called leaving u. Given a vertex u and 
a subset S of vertices we denote by a(u, S) the number of edges (u, u) leaving u with UES 
and let a(u) = a(u, V(G)). Thus if G is as in the definition then c(u) d m for any vertex u. 
The vertex of the least index in a subgraph of M has degree <m. This shows that an 
m-composed graph is the union of an acyclic graph and a graph every subgraph of 
which has minimal degree fm. Conversely, a graph with this property is an 
m-composed graph for if we eliminate the edges of the acyclic graph, we may order the 
vertices as follows: Let vi be a vertex of minimal degree (which is <m). Erase ui and in 
the remaining subgraph let u2 be a vertex of minimal degree. Continuing in this 
manner we get a labelling of V(G) with respect to which the given graph is 
m-composed. 
Thus an equivalent definition of an m-composed graph is the following. 
Definition 2.2. An m-composed graph is a graph G = (V(G), E(G)) which is the union of 
two subgraphs M=(V(G),E(M)) and T=(V(G),E(G)\E(M)) such that every sub- 
graph of M has minimal degree <m and T is acyclic. 
3. Properties of m-composed graphs 
The following properties are immediate consequences of Definitions 2.1 and 2.2. 
Proposition 3.1. The number IE( of edges in an m-composed graph with n vertices 
satisjies 
JE(<n- 1 +nm-im(m+ 1). (1) 
Definition 3.2. We call a graph on n vertices m-redundant if it has more than 
n- 1 +nm-im(m+ 1) edges. 
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Observation 3.3. Any subgraph of an m-composed graph is m-composed. 
Observation 3.4. Let G be an m-composed graph with labelling z and let u, o be two 
vertices which are not connected by an edge in G with z(u) <I(V). If a(u) tm then 
( V(G), E(G) u { (u, u)) ) is also m-composed. 
Proposition 3.5. Every m-composed graph is 2(m + I)-colorable. 
The question is whether there exists an m-composed graph which is 2(m+ l)- 
chromatic. The only value for which the answer is known to be positive is m= 1: the 
complete 4-graph K4 is 4-chromatic and l-composed. 
For m=2, as mentioned in the introduction, the question was raised by M. Tarsi. 
There is a j-chromatic graph, namely Kg* which is 2-composed, while K6 is not. More 
generally, we shall show in the following theorem that KVCmJ with 
v(m)=m+l+ 
i 1 
+/4x 
2 
is m-composed while IV,(~)+ 1 is not. 
(2) 
Theorem 3.6. K, is m-composed ij” and only if 
n,<v(m) 
where v(m) is deBned in (2). 
(3) 
Proof. For the only if part, clearly n(n- 1)/2 cannot exceed the right-hand side of (1) 
and we have an inequality for n whose largest integral solution is v(m) so we get (3). 
For the if part, we shall describe a construction of T and M. 
Let r = v(m) - m - 1 and label the vertices of K ,,Cmj by 1,2, . . . , v(m). Now T is defined 
as follows (Fig. 1): 
3-i-2 r+s ..’ 2r 2++1 . .: St-2 ... l+++l) . . . v(m) 
. 
. 
Fig. 1. 
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Start with the path ul,...,uI-i. From each vertex ur of that path add r-i edges 
having as endpoints the vertices Uj, j=ir-(i-l)i/2+1-tk, k=l,...,r-i. In 
addition, join v,_ i to v, and v, to v,+i . 
For M, observe that introducing the not yet considered edges of K,,,,, each Ui, 
i=l , . . . , v(m), will be connected to at most m vertices having higher index. Cl 
4. Mergers and amalgamations 
Conjecture 5.17 in Section 5 involves some concepts elaborated by Ore [l, 
Sections 11.5 and 11.61 and our results supporting it depend on a theorem of the same 
author [l, Section 11.6.11. For convenience we shall state Ore’s Theorem, but first 
reformulate the necessary definitions. 
Definition 4.1. A merger G of two disjoint graphs Gi and Gz is a graph obtained by the 
following construction: 
Step 1 (Hujos conjunction [4]): Given two disjoint graphs G1 and G2 let 
ei =(ai, b,) and e2 =(a2,b2) be edges of G1 and G2, respectively. By identifying the 
vertices a, and a2 to a single vertex a, eliminating the edges ei and e2 and adding 
a new edge (b,, b,) we get a new graph Go which is called a Hajos conjunction of G1 
and G2 (Fig. 2). 
Notation. Let vi= { I’(Gi)\{Ui}} u {a} and G,: =(q,E(GJ\{ei}), i= 1,2. 
Step 2: Choose subsets Ai c c\(a), i= 1,2, such that (Ai/=(A,( and denote this 
number by a - 1. Let p be a bijection from Ai onto A2 satisfying I # b2 when 
bIGA and b2EA,. Identify the vertices corresponding under n and denote this set of 
vertices by A’. We get a new graph G with V(G)=(VI\A,)u(V2\A2)u A’ and for E(G) 
we have: 
(1) If jc,d}nA’=@ then (c,+E(G) iff (c,~)EE(G~). 
(2) If {c,d}nA’={c,d} h w ere c respectively d were obtained from cl, c2 with 
p(c1)=c2 respectively from dI,d2 withp(d,)=d2, then(c,d)EE(G)iff (c,,dI)EE(GO)or 
(c2,d2)~E(Go) or blE{cI,dl} and b2~{c2,d2}. 
Fig. 2. 
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(3) If only one of the vertices c,d is in A’, say CEA’ and d$A’, then (c,d)~,?(G) iff 
(cl, &E(G,) or (cz, d)eE(G,). 
The graph G is called a merger of G1 and G,. 
Denote A=A’u{a). If (~(Gi)(=ni, i=1,2 then since (,4(=x we have 
1 V(G)( = n, +nz - CC. Sometimes it will be convenient to write for simplicity c1 =c2 
when p(cl)=cz. We shall write b,~A’ when bi~Ai, i= 1 or i=2. 
One more definition from [l, Section 11.61: 
Definition 4.2. Let G 1, . . . , G, be a family of pairwise disjoint graphs. Any graph 
derived from these by repeated mergers is called an amalgamation of the Gi’s. An 
amalgamation of the graphs which are disjoint copies of the complete graph K,, will 
be called a v-amalgamation. 
Now we are able to state (without proof) the following important theorem. 
Theorem 4.3 (Ore’s Theorem). A graph G has chromatic number x(G)>v if and only if 
it has a subgraph which is a v-amalgamation. 
We mention here also a statement of Ore equivalent to the four color theorem. 
Statement 4.4. No 5-amalgamation is planar. 
Note the likeness of the Statement 4.4 with Conjecture 5.17 and in particular 
for m=2. 
5. Results and conjectures 
As mentioned in the introduction every m-composed graph is at most (2m + 2)-chro- 
matic. On the other hand, as shown in Theorem 3.6, K,(,,,) is m-composed while 
K +,) + 1 is not. In our results below we shall establish large classes of (v(m) + l)-chro- 
matic graphs which are not m-composed. 
Our first result in this direction is the following. 
Theorem 5.1. If the graphs G1 and G2 are not m-composed then any Hajbs conjunction 
G of Cl and G2 is not m-composed. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that G is m-composed with labelling 1 and sub- 
graphs T and M as in Definition 2.1. Then G; and G;, being subgraphs of G, are 
m-composed. 
If (b,, bJEE(T) then, since T is acyclic, either for i= 1 or for i=2 there is no path 
between a and bi in T(G; ). Then the graph obtained by adding (a, bi) to T(G; ) is 
acyclic and since G,: is m-composed, Gi is also m-composed; a contradiction. 
If (b,, b,)EE(M), assume without loss of generality that z(b,) < z(b,) and consider 
the two possibilities l(b,) <z(a) and z(a) < z(b,). If l(b,) < ~(a) then by replacing (b,, b,) 
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by (b,, a) in E(M) the value of a(bi) is preserved. It follows that the graph obtained 
from G by replacing (b, , b,) by (b,, a) is m-composed. But this graph contains Gi as 
a subgraph; a contradiction. If z(a)< I then z(a)<l(bz). Since o(a)<m either for 
i= 1 or for i= 2 we have ~(a, V(G;))<m. So the graph obtained from G,: by adding 
(a, bi) to M(G,) is still m-composed, thus Gi is m-composed; a contradiction. 0 
Definition 5.2. A merger of two graphs obtained by identifying tl pairs of vertices 
including the pair a,, a2 will be called an r-merger. A [B, y]-merger is an a-merger 
where /?dady. 
A splitting process 
Let G be an a-merger, LY 3 2, of Gi and Gz as described in Definition 4.1. In the proof 
of the next theorem we shall use a process which transforms G into a graph 
H containing a subgraph G’ which is an (X - 1)-merger of Gi and GZ. The process 
consists of splitting a vertex CEA’ into the two vertices c, E V(G,) and CUE V(G,) which 
were identified to c. We let V(H)=(V(G)\{ c }) u cl, cz} and proceed to define E(H). { 
All the edges of G which do not contain c will be in E(H). The edges (c, u), UEA, will be 
replaced by two edges (ci, u) and (cz, u) and the same will be done with (c, U) in the case 
that u$A but c=bi and u= bj where {i,j> = {1,2). Each of the other edges (c,u), 
UE V(G;)\A, i= 1 or i=2, will be replaced by one edge (ci, u). Now it is clear that the 
graph H contains a subgraph G’ which is an (X - I)-merger of Gi and GZ, where 
V(G’) = V(H) and E(G’) contains the edges of H, except may be for some pairs of edges 
(ci, u), (cz, u) it contains only one of these edges. Finally, it is clear that by identifying 
c1 and c2 we get back the graph G. 
In the proof of the following theorem a graph will be called m-degenerated if each of 
its subgraphs has minimum degree at most m. 
Theorem 5.3. If G, and Gz are not m-composed, then any [ 1, m + 2]-merger G of G1 and 
G2 is not m-composed. 
Proof. Assume the contrary that G is m-composed with respect to a labelling I and 
a decomposition into two subgraphs T(G) and M(G) as in Definition 2.1. 
The proof is by induction on cx where the case CT = 1 is Theorem 5.1. Let 2 < cI < m + 2 
and let c be the vertex with minimal label I(C) in A’. Apply the splitting process with 
respect to c as described above and get a graph H containing a subgraph G’ which is 
an (a - 1)-merger of Gi and G2. We shall prove that H is m-composed by partitioning 
the edges of H getting M(H) and T(H) and showing that M(H) is m-degenerated and 
7’(H) is acyclic. Hence the (c(- l)-merger G’ of G, and Gz, being a subgraph of H is 
m-composed and this contradicts the induction hypothesis. 
A labelling I’ of V(H)=( V(G)\{ }) c LJ cl, cz} is obtained from z as follows: l’(v) = z(u) ( 
if I(o)<z(c), l’(u)=l(v)+ 1 if I(u)>I(c), ~‘(cr)=z(c) and z’(c2)=z(c)+ 1. 
Now we proceed to define M(H) and T(H). 
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Suppose first that c # bl and c # bZ. In order to define M(H) and T(H) we keep the 
nature of the edges not containing c namely, an edge belonging to T(G), M(G) will 
belong to T(H), M(H), respectively. The nature of the edges (ci, u), u$A, is taken to be 
as that of (c, u). It remains to define the nature of the edges (ci, u), UEA. Let w be the 
number of neighbors of c in A then w ,< CI - 1 d m + 1. Let x = rr(c, A), y = a(c, G; \A), 
z=c-r(c, G;\A) then o(c)=x+y+zdm. For each of the x edges (c,u), UEA, which are 
leaving c, let (ci, u), i = 1,2, be in M(H). Thus we have already defined x +y edges leaving 
cl and x +z leaving cz. If w > x consider the w-x edges (c, u), UEA, which are not 
leaving c. Choose w-x - 1 of them with u #a and let the remaining one be (c, d) where 
d is either a or it is not a. For the above w-x - 1 chosen edges (c, u), we have I(C) < l(u) 
by the minimality of c and (c, U) is in T(G) since u #a. From these w-x - 1 edges, choose 
z’, where z’=z if zdw-x-l and z’=w-x-l if z>w--x-l, and for these z’ edges 
take (cr , u) in M(H) and (cz, U) in T(H). For the other w-x - 1 -z’ take (ci, u) in T(H) 
and (cz,u) in M(H). We get a(cl)=x+y+z’<x+y+zdm and ~(cz)=x+z+ 
w-x-1-z=w-l<m if z<w-x-l and a(cz)=x+zdm if z>w-x-l. 
Denote by M * (T*) the subgraphs of M(H) (T(H)) which we defined so far. Clearly 
M* is m-degenerated and T* is acyclic. Moreover we can show that there is no path 
between c1 and cz in T*. Indeed, any path of length 2 between ci and cz is through 
a vertex UEA but by our choice of edges.at least one of the edges (cl, u), (cz, u) is in M* 
(Fig. 3), so there is no path of length 2 between ci and cz in T*. Assume we get a path 
in T* between ci and cz of length > 3, then by identifying cl and cz to one vertex c we 
get that there is a circuit in T(G); a contradiction. 
Now we are ready to consider the only remaining edge (c, d). If (c, d) is in M(G) then 
it is leaving d, hence a = d by the minimality of c. By the above property of T* we may 
assume without loss of generality that there is no path in T* between cl and a. Take 
(cl, a) in T(H) and (c,, a) in M(H), so we have no circuits in T(H). If (c,d) is in T(G) 
there are no paths neither between ct and d nor between cz and d in T*, otherwise by 
identifying c1 and c2 we get a circuit in T(G), so take both (c,,d) and (c2,d) in T(H). 
Then T(H) is acyclic and M(H) is m-degenerated, so H is m-composed. 
If c = bi, say c = bl, and 6, EA’, the proof is similar. If c = b1 and b,$A’ we split c into 
two vertices b, and cz and a similar proof applies to the set (b2) u A’ instead of A, due 
to the fact that (b,,u) is not in G, otherwise Gi would be m-composed. q 
lJ\. ’ ‘UX U,+l. ’ .Uxtz’ Ux+z’+I . uw-I d 
,.*’ 
,**’ 
.Q 
,..’ 
Cl C c2 
Fig. 3. 
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For the next theorem we need the notation: ,%(m)=m+L(5-J8m+9)/2]. It is clear 
that n(m) d m. 
Theorem 5.4. If Cl and G, are m-redundant graphs (Definition 3.2) then any 
[J(m), v(m)]-merger G of G1 and Gz is also m-redundant. 
Proof. Denote the number of vertices of Gi by ni. The number of edges in Gi is at least 
(m+ l)ni-$m(m+ 1). (4) 
We claim that for any c(, E(G) satisfies 
~E(G)~~(m+l)n,-~m(m+l)+(m+l)n~-~m(m+1)-1-~a(ct-1). (5) 
Indeed, if b,, &$A, this follows immediately from (4). If b1 or b2 or both are in A, the 
right-hand side R of (5) will not decrease. Indeed, the only situation producing 
a lowering of R could occur if in the merger process bi is identified with a neighbor of 
bj, i #j, 1 <i,j<2. In such a case (b,, b2) may be counted twice or three times 
accordingly as one of the hi’s or both are in A. But this is compensated by the fact that 
in the present situation if bi is in A then either (a, bJ is missing or if it is an edge of 
G then it is counted only once and the same holds for (a, bj). 
To end the proof we show using (5) and the assumption on c( that lE(G)I is greater 
than the number of edges that an m-composed graph with n, +nz --CI vertices can 
have, namely 
(m+l)(n,+nz-a)-1-im(m+l). (6) 
An elementary computation shows that this holds for the interval 
m+:(3-J8m+9)<cc<m+:(3+J8m+9) (7) 
and since the interval n(m) d cx d v(m) is included in (7), the proof is accomplished. q 
An immediate result of Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 is formulated in the next corollary. 
Corollary 5.5. lfG1 and G2 are m-redundant then any [l, v(m)]-merger G ofG, and Gz 
is not m-composed. 
By Corollary 5.5 and by the obvious fact that a (v(m)+ l)-merger of two copies of 
K v(m) + I is K,(m) + I we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.6. Any (v(m)+ l)-amalgamation obtained by a merger of two copies of 
K v(m) + 1 is not m-composed. 
Imposing further requirements on G1 and Gz in Theorems 5.7 and 5.9 we obtain 
slightly different results also for values of tl exceeding v(m). 
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Theorem 5.7. If G2 and Gz are m-redundant graphs then any [L(m), a)-merger G of G1 
and Gz with bI, bz$A contains a subgraph which is also m-redundant. 
Proof. Let GA be the induced subgraph of G on A. For ,I(m)&cr<v(m), G itself is 
redundant by Theorem 5.4. For the remaining values of tl, i.e., crav(m)+ 1, observe 
that either GA is redundant or else the number of edges in G, is at most 
(m + 1)~ - 1 - 4 m(m + 1). Therefore the number of edges in G is at least 
(m+l)n~-~m(m+l)+(m+l)n~-~m(m+1)-1-[(m+l)~-1-~m(m+1)] 
which is greater than (6), and this completes the proof. 0 
An immediate consequence of Theorems 5.3 and 5.7 is formulated in the next 
corollary. 
Corollary 5.8. lf G1 and Gz are m-redundant graphs, then any merger G of G1 and G, 
with bI,b,$A, is not m-composed. 
Theorem 5.9. If each of G1 and G2 contains an m-redundant subgraph then any merger 
G of G1 and Gz with bI, b?$A, is not m-composed. 
Proof. Let US denote the subgraph of Gi which is m-redundant by Fi, i = 1,2. If a$Fi 
for i = 1 or i = 2 then G contains Fi and the theorem is proved. So let aE Fi for i = 1 and 
i = 2. If bt$Fi for i= 1 or i = 2 we are done. SO let bi~Fi for i = 1 and i = 2. Let /I be the 
number of identified vertices between Fr and F2 and F the merger of F1 and F, as 
a subgraph of G. Then F is not m-composed by Theorem 5.3 if fi<rn +2 and by 
Theorem 5.7 if /322(m). Since G contains F the proof is accomplished. 0 
Theorem 5.3 implies the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.10. Zf G1, Gz, . . . , G, are not m-composed then any amalgamation of the Gi’s 
obtained by [ 1, m + 2]-mergers, is not m-composed. 
Theorem 5.4 implies the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.11. Zj G1, Gz, . . . , G, are m-redundant then any amalgamation of the Gi’s 
obtained by [L(m), v(m)]-mergers is not m-composed. 
The assertion of Conjecture 5.17 below is that no (v(m)+ 1)-amalgamation is 
m-composed. We shall describe in the following corollaries large classes of 
(v(m) + 1)-amalgamations for which the above is verified. 
Since K,(,) + I is not m-composed, by Corollary 5.10, we have the following result. 
Corollary 5.12. Any (v(m) + 1)-amalgamation obtained by [ 1, m + 2]-mergers, is not 
m-composed. 
Since K,(,,,) + 1 is m-redundant, from Corollary 5.11 we have the following result. 
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Corollary 5.13. Any (v(m)+ l)-amalgamation obtained by [A(m), v(m)]-mergers is not 
m-composed. 
From Theorem 5.3 we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.14. Any (v(m) + l)-amalgamation obtained by a [l, m+2]-merger of two 
(v(m)+ 1)-amalgamations which are not m-composed, is not m-composed. 
As a result of Theorem 5.9 we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.15. Any (v(m) + l)-amalgamation obtained by a merger, with bI, &$A of 
two (v(m) + 1)-amalgamations which contain m-redundant subgraphs is not m-composed. 
The above results and the fact that no (v(m)+ l)-chromatic and m-composed graph 
is known, justifies the following conjectures. 
Conjecture 5.16. Any m-composed graph is v(m)-colorable. In other words, 
a (v(m) + 1)-chromatic graph cannot be m-composed. 
By the above mentioned result of Ore this conjecture reduces to another one. 
Conjecture 5.17. No (v(m) + l)-amalgamation is m-composed. 
A much weaker conjecture can now be stated. 
Conjecture 5.18. No (2m + 2)-amalgamation is m-composed. 
For m = 2,3 the above conjectures coincide and unfortunately, even in these par- 
ticular cases, we could not prove the statement in its full generality, so Tarsi’s question 
remains open. 
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